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“Over the next ten years, you will have at 
your disposal 100 times more computer 
power than you do today. Billions of 
brains and trillions of devices will be 
connected to the Internet, not only 
gaining access to the collective 
knowledge of our humanity, but also 
contributing to it…

We should ask not “What will 
technology do to us?” but rather “What 
do we want to do with technology?” ”

Andrew McAfee and Erik Brynjolffson, MIT 2017

WHY?
WHAT?
HOW?
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Edge of Disruption: Over the coming decade, three disrupters will 
converge across all industries, transforming customers business and 
operating models

► Artificial Intelligence

► Advanced analytics

► Image recognition

► Machine learning

► Mix of Data, Technology 
platforms and Physical 
devices

► Internet of Things (IoT)

► Blockchain

► Automation of front and back-end operations

► Human-machine interface

Cognitive 

Automation

Connectivity

Business 
model 

transformation

Customer 
Experience 
Innovation

Operating 
model 

transformation
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Digital impacts every organisation in every sector top to bottom

Risk and 
cybersecurity

Finance, legal 
and tax

People and 
organization

Customer 
experience

Supply chain 
and operations

Technology

Strategy, innovation 
and growth

Streamline the 
digital ecosystem

Establish a 
digital supply 

network

Manage 
in-house and 3rd

party providers

Fully enable 
digital 

systems

Build the 
operating 

model for a 
digital world

Manage risk 
as business 
transforms

Create a 
more agile 

supply chain

Engage  the 
landscape without 

boundaries

Understand 
broader risks 

of new 
technologies

Keep pace with 
increasing cyber 

attacks

Automate 
processes and 

controls

Establish a 
cybersecurity 

program

Create 
a diverse culture 
of innovation and 

ideation

Respond 
quickly to 

market 
changes

Digitize 
invoices and 
documents

Transform 
knowledge 
across the 

organization

Maximise 
tax savings 
from digital 
initiatives

Balance 
digital 

innovation 
with IT 

maintenance

Enhance 
customer 

experiences

Deepen 
customer 

relationships 
and insights

Address 
legal and 

regulatory 
requirements

Integrate 
front-office 
apps with 
back-end 
systems

Connect the 
dots across 

silos 

Re-design the 
organization 

to fit the 
digital age

Identify 
threats and 

opportunities

Drive agility 
and innovation

Collect 
intelligence 

across touch 
points

Integrate 
digital 

technologies 
to empower 

people
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Globally, health systems are under pressure to improve access, 
enhance outcomes and lower costs

Societal changes

Increased number 
of people living 
with multiple long 
term conditions

Growing and 
ageing population

Payor funding 
pressures

Improvements 
in technology

Increasing 
specialisation 
in the system

Rising consumer 
expectations 

Increasing 
demands on 
the system 
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Source: EY analysis, World Health Organization, Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) and the International Longevity Centre – UK.

5x: Estimated amount 

US health system 
spends on seniors 
(>65+) vs. under–25 
generation

>US$47t: 
Global 
economic toll of 
chronic disease 
by 2050

US$450b: 
Estimated 
economic value in 
2009 of US 
caregivers’ 
unpaid 
contributions

Treating diseases as they arise is unsustainable

New incentives promoting wellness are needed:

£9b: Amount UK could 

save from 2015 to 2030 if it 
reduced fall-related 
hospitalizations 20%

50%: Estimated reduction 

in risk of heart disease, 
cancer or Alzheimer’s disease 
if aging is delayed seven 
years

Rapidly aging population

This will result in an 
increase in chronic 

diseases

The world’s population over 

65 will triple by 2050
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Sick-care Health-care 

Blockbusters
Drugs

Personalised
Medicine

Disconnected
Healthcare

Connected
Healthcare

“Uninformed”
Buyers/Users

Super
Consumers 

Analogue Digital

The digital disruption is changing what is possible in healthcare

Healthcare ecosystem trends impacted by Digital that 
can tackle the current pressures on our healthcare 
system

Digital health is the convergence of digital and 
technologies that enable efficiency of healthcare 
delivery and engagement by consumers and providers

Digital 
Health

Personalised 
source of health 

record

Real-time 
access to 

services based 
on tracking, 

monitoring and 
alerts

Mobile, 
wearables and 
sensors used 
as health and 
wellness tools

Access to 
real-time 

health and 
wellness 

information

Remote care 
models 

become first 
point of 
service

Provide 
remote 

diagnostic 
and 

monitoring to 
reduce cost 

of traditional 
channels

Improves quality 
and 

effectiveness of 
care
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Digital innovation is enabling the evolution of the Australian 
healthcare system

The Australian Digital Health Agency has identified seven strategic priority outcomes to be achieved by 2022, that 
will place digital at the centre of high quality healthcare.

Health information that is available 
whenever and wherever it is needed

Health information that can be 
exchanged securely

High-quality data with a commonly 
understood meaning that can be 
used with confidence

Better availability and access to 
prescriptions and medicines 
information

Digitally-enabled models of care 
that improve accessibility, quality, 
safety and efficiency

A workforce confidently using 
digital health technologies to deliver 
health and care

A thriving digital health industry 
delivering world-class innovation

2

3

4

5

6

7

The Agency’s strategic priority outcomes 

1

Consider the disruptive potential of the following EY proposed elements:

Shortage of 
health 

professionals

Telehealth

Artificial 
Intelligence

Medical Tourism

Mergers and 
Acquisitions

Telemedicine

Wearables

Cloud systems
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Why must digital engage with Aging?

Needed:  ways to remain 
healthier and more productive

Needed: cost-effective 
approaches

Left unchecked, the cost of 
aging will:

1. displace other national 
priorities

2. hamper economic growth

+

Aging is a huge looming cost 
for governments and societies

Could we age better using: 

1. disruptive technologies? 
2. new models of care?

3. creative partnerships?

Aging is inevitable —
how we age is not

1 Health must be reframed as a lifelong asset worthy of investment

Individuals must be empowered by new tools and data to prioritise their own health, 
engaging proactively rather than waiting for disease or illness to arise2
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Disruptive technologies 

►Apps, sensors  monitor, manage

►Genetics, analytics  predict, prevent

►Behavioral economics  change, improve 

►Analytics + AI  connect, empower

Creative partnerships

►Tech + telecom + retail + stakeholders

►Healthcare incumbents

►Governments + academia + business

►Payers + data aggregators

Consumers

►Connected, active, proactive

►Healthier, more productive

►From elderly to “well-derly”

►Purpose in an automated world

Governments 

► Changing incentives -> long-term focus

► Prioritising aging vs. other issues

► Maintaining access and equity

► Preparing for 50% of population to be 65+

Engaged Aging

Global Delivery 

Ultimately society needs to engage differently — with 
consumers, technologies, partnerships and governments 

Better Questions

►How will we disrupt aging — before aging disrupts economic growth? 

►Pay for conditions of aging? Invest in longevity? 

►What happens when “older” means better and healthier?

►Is healthy aging a basic right — or a luxury good?

►What are the best digital and genetic technologies to enable healthy aging?

►How can novel partnerships between governments, businesses and seniors promote healthy aging?
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The potential for Blockchain across the Healthcare continuum is in 
the early stages of exploration
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Blockchain scenarios in health

Personal health 
record

Information 
sharing

Identity 
management

Administration

Patients in control of 
their health data

Intercompany 
interactions on behalf 

of patients

Connecting with 
global identity

Internet of Trusted 
[medical] Things

Chain of custody

Contract-governed 
processing

► Personal health 
history and 
repository

► Fast Healthcare 
Interoperability 
Resources and 
Application 
Programming 
Interface mandate

► Quantified self

► Health advisory

► Patient consent

► Disintermediated 
health 
information 
exchange

► Global Alliance 
for Genomics 
and Health

► Cancer Gene 
Trust

► Population 
Health

► Medical-
attributed, 
owner-controlled 
identity (“patient 
matching”)

► Unified patient 
identity

► Provider data 
management

► Provider 
credentialing 
and 
recredentialing

► Time stamped 
proof of 
existence

► Drug Supply 
Chain Security 
Act

► Trusted things 
registry

► Pharmaceutical 
supply chain

► Claims 
processing

► Eligibility checks 
(Medicare and 
Medicaid)

► Proof of 
coverage

► Drug formularies

► Fraud reduction
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Follow Health sector thought leadership

► Health reimagined: a 
new participatory 
health paradigm –
paper on ey.com

► Microsite on ey.com

► CHS page

► Health reimagined blog 
site – Perspectives on the 
future of health

► Ey.com/health

► High Reliability 
Health Care Summit 
(Feb 2016 ) –
presentations and 
highlights

► EY Health on Twitter

► @EY_Health

► New horizons: The executive 
briefings collection

http://www.ey.com/AU/en/Industries/Health/EY-health-reimagined-a-new-participatory-heath-paradigm
http://www.ey.com/AU/en/Industries/Health/EY-health-reimagined-a-new-participatory-heath-paradigm
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY_-_Health_reimagined:_a_new_participatory_health_paradigm/$FILE/ey-health-reimagined-2016.pdf
http://www.ey.com/AU/en/Industries/Health/EY-health-reimagined-a-new-participatory-heath-paradigm
http://chs.ey.net/servlet/CHSRenderingServlet?chsReplicaID=85257E360047389B&contentID=CT-3D322CD2F5BCE9CFC1257F840047E172
http://www.ey.com/GL/en/Industries/Health/health-reimagined
http://chs.ey.net/servlet/CHSRenderingServlet?chsReplicaID=85257E360047389B&contentID=CT-74880156DFECBFBEC1257F78002CC29D
http://chs.ey.net/servlet/CHSRenderingServlet?chsReplicaID=85257E360047389B&contentID=CT-24A66AA9AE8246C98525802700283073
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Contacts

Saeed Khan

NSW Digital Health Lead 

+61 4 5055 0584 

saeed.khan@au.ey.com

Dan McInerney

Oceania Digital Health Director

+61 2 6267 3985 

dan.mcinerney@au.ey.com

Tamati Shepherd

Oceania Digital Health Partner 

+61 7 3011 3226

tamati.shepherd@au.ey.com

Tracey De Angelis

Digital Health Director

+61 7 3243 3707

tracey.deangelis@au.ey.com
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Thank you
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